HORTICULTURE BASED FARMING SYSTEM UNDER NATIONAL MISSION FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE (RAINFED AREA DEVELOPMENT) 16-17

PLANTATION OF MANGO ORCHARD WITH MUSTARD & VEGETABLES

SALBONI BLOCK, PASCHIM MEDINIPUR
WATER HARVESTING STRUCTURE UNDER NATIONAL MISSION FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE (RAINFED AREA DEVELOPMENT) 16-17 SALBONI BLOCK, PASCHIM MEDINIPUR
FISHERY BASED FARMING SYSTEM UNDER NATIONAL MISSION FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE (RAINFED AREA DEVELOPMENT) 2016-17

DISTRIBUTION OF FINGERLING

HASNABAD BLOCK, NORTH 24 PARGANAS
AUGERING & SOIL SAMPLE COLLECTION
PUTURI, BARASAT-II BLOCK, 24 PGS. (N)

PROFILE STUDY
MEMARI-I BLOCK, BURDWAN

PROFILE DIGGING IN PROGRESS
BARASAT-II BLOCK, 24 PGS. (N)
CAPACITY BUILDING UNDER STATE PLAN (REMOTE SENSING) 2015-16

FARMERS TRAINING PROGRAMME
CADP-FSCS, BOINCHI, HOOGHY

FARMERS TRAINING PROGRAMME
BANKURA DISTRICT

FARMERS TRAINING PROGRAMME
BANKURA DISTRICT
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMME UNDER STATE PLAN (REMOTE SENSING) 2015-16

AGRICULTURAL INPUT DISTRIBUTION FOR DEMONSTRATION CENTRE ON SESAMUM AT BANKURA

DEMONSTRATION CENTRE ON SESAMUIM AT DEGANGA BLOCK, 24 PGS (N) DISTRICT
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMME UNDER STATE PLAN (REMOTE SENSING) 2015-16

DEMONSTRATION CENTRE ON GREEN GRAM AT BURDWAN DISTRICT

DEMONSTRATION CENTRE ON SUNFLOWER

SILIGURI, DARJEELING DISTRICT

DEMONSTRATION CENTRE ON GREEN GRAM
PLANTATION OF MANGO ORCHARD UNDER STATE PLAN (REMOTE SENSING) 2016-17
SALBONI BLOCK, PASCHIM MEDINIPUR
WATER HARVESTING STRUCTURE UNDER STATE PLAN (REMOTE SENSING) 2015-16
SALBONI BLOCK, PASCHIM MEDINIPUR